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- DEAR MAN -

Select an interpersonal difficulty that you have faced or are currently confronting. Then, answer the questions 
posed in each step to create a strategy for communicating about this matter with others.

Describe - Describe the facts of the situation clearly, without any opinions or interpretations

 - Express your emotions using “I feel _________ when __________”Express

 - Write down the specific language you will use when expressing your needsAssert

 - Describe how you will reward the other person for responding well to youReinforce

 - Describe your goal of this interaction, and things that may distract you from this goalMindfulness

 - Describe the body language you would use to show confidence (i.e. posture, eye contact, voice)Appear confident

 - Describe the limits that you are willing to comprise withinNegotiate
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	Name one distressing emotion that you want to manage with ACCEPTS: Anger
	Activities  Describe the activities that require focus and attention that distract you from the distressing emotion: Reading would distract me with the stories and calm me downBaking can distract me with the complicated steps
	Contributing  Describe activities that would help you concentrate on others rather than your distressing emotion: Go to movies with friends, play basketball, spend time with family
	Comparisons  Describe a time when you showed resilience under distressing emotion Recall this experience again: I was late for my flight, because an argument had with my flatmate. I had to rush through security check and get to the gate. I managed to sort things out while being stressed and angry.
	gmotions  Describe how you will create a new emotion that can replace your distressing emotion: I would meditate to create a calm feeling to replace the anger
	eushing away  What can you do to avoid or manage thoughts and situations that create the distressing emotion: I would try to engage in rational and calm conversations, rather than an uncontrolled arguments.
	Thoughts  Describe mental strategies or activities that you would use to distract you from distressing emotion: I would try to name 10 objects in my surroundings to distract me from anger
	Sensations  Describe how you will create a safe physical sensation to distract you from distressing emotion: I would have a cold shower to calm my self down and use the cold temperature to distract myself from my emotion.
	Name: Sam
	Negotiate  Describe the limits of that you are willing to comprise within: 
	Describe  Describe the facts of the situation clearly without any opinions or interpretations: The manager has asked me to work both weekends
	lxpress  Express your emotions using I feel when: I feel exhausted when working a full week alreadyI feel angry when the manager requested to even work more
	Assert  Write down the specific language you will use when expressing your needs: I already feel really tired after a whole week of work. I understand we are short staffed, but I need to take care of my health
	Reinforce  Describe how you will reward the other person for responding well to you: I would try to work a bit extra to my best capacity and talk with nice tone
	Mindfulness  Describe your goal of this interaction and things that may distract you from this goal: Not work the weekend shifts if possible.The obligation as a staff to this company, and relationship with the manager would distract me from this goal
	Date: Mayers
	Appear confident  Describe the body language you would use to show confidence ie posture eye contact voice: 
	0: I would make direct eye contact, use assertive language and open body gesture.
	1: I would work at max an extra 4 hours on Sunday, but will certainly take Saturday off.



